
ICHARD is a fan of transcribing Tchaikovsky’s

ballets to the piano so he can play them for his

friends. What’s more likely? Richard is a

building worker* or Richard is a brain surgeon?

It is much more likely that Richard is a

building worker. Why? We know that building workers

massively outnumber brain surgeons, irrespective of their

musical tastes. Once you confine your attention to

Tchaikovsky lovers only, there are still more builders than

brain surgeons .

The motivation for this introduction comes from the

troubled times in which we live. The ravages of the

coronavirus pandemic have changed – and will change – many

aspects of our lives. One thing it has brought into sharp focus

is our ability as a society to make inferences from statistics.

Working independently, two historical figures formalised

the mathematics of problem-solving such as the example of

Richard’s likely profession. The first was Thomas Bayes, a

Presbyterian minister, whose insight was recognised only after

his death in 1761. The second was the truly brilliant French

scholar Pierre-Simon Laplace, whose life overlapped with

Bayes for 12 years before he died in 1827 after changing

scientific methods forever.

Bayes and Laplace formalised a kind of inverse probability

which is generally called Bayesian inference but to which

Laplace’s name should really be attached. Bayesian

probability provides a method for combining a prior belief

over some conjecture – is Richard a building worker? – with

the available evidence to interrogate it; in this case, Richard’s

musical tastes.

Bayesian probability is widely applicable across many

domains about which we need to make good decisions while

in uncertain situations of all types, whether life-threatening,

business-changing or merely trivial.  We might be interested in

the efficacy of a new vaccine from a small number of

randomised trials, the profitability of a new venture from the
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A SYNDICATE with a Gleneagles filly

in training with Johnston Racing has

raised more than £7,500 for the NHS

through an auction of a share in the

juvenile.

Nick Bradley Racing offered a 2.5%

share, plus naming rights, as one of the

lots in an online auction held by

Equestrian Relief last month as part of a

drive to raise funds for the NHS Charities

Together Covid-19 Appeal. The two-year-

old filly is by the winner of both the

English and Irish 2,000 Guineas in 2015,

and out of the Diktat mare Cape

Columbine.

Fierce bidding saw the hammer

eventually fall at £7,501 for the share,

which proved to be the highest lot of the

evening in an auction packed with

competitive offerings. A Zara Tindall

painting raised £5,700; a pair of Frankie

Raising funds for the NHS
Dettori’s signed breeches went for

£4,900; and a round of golf with Sir A P

McCoy and tv presenter Oli Bell sold for

£3,800.

The charity auction raised £165,440

which, when added to

numerous other fund-

raising activities,

boosted the Equestrian

Relief donation to the

NHS to more than

£250,000.

A spokesman for Nick

Bradley Racing said it

was hoped the

successful bidder for the

share in the filly would

come up with a suitable,

catchy name, adding

that a few other shares

in the juvenile were still

available.

For details on how to become a

member of Nick Bradley Racing, please

visit their website:

www.nickbradleyracing.co.uk

The Gleneagles filly
out of 

Cape Columbine
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first set of sales returns, or whether a horse acts on soft going

after it has run badly once on the surface.

It is likely that the reader will be much more familiar with

so-called ‘frequentist’ probability than the approach of the

Bayesian school. A frequentist estimates the probability of any

proposition by the percentage of times it has previously

happened. So, if a jockey has won on 200 of his previous

1,000 rides, we would reason that the probability he rides a

winner in future is 20% or 0.20.

This is fine when a large number of trials of the proposition

exist. In this case, 1,000 rides is a reasonable number from

which to make an estimate. Unfortunately, the world

constantly throws up thornier predicaments than this: what if

your horse bombed out in one race on soft ground last year but

a tempting race is there for it back on soft next week? 

Leaving aside the maths for now, what we are asking in this

case is how accurate is one race as a test for a horse handling

soft ground? Was that heavy defeat last year a ‘false negative’,

to use medical parlance?

Prevalence

So as not to move too easily between the trivial questions

thrown up by horse racing and those profound ones of the

pandemic, let’s imagine a patient is suspected of having a rare

disease whose prevalence in the British population is only 650

cases per year (one person in every 100,000). So, 0.001% (p =

0.00001) is the prior probability before any evidence is

factored in. (This is similar to the chance that Richard is a

brain surgeon before you know his musical taste.)

Now, this worried patient takes a test for the disease which

is 99.9% (p = 0.999) accurate. This is to say that it comes back

positive 99.9% of the time a patient does have the disease and

comes back positive only 0.1% (p = 0.001) of the time when a

patient does not have the disease. This is a seriously good

medical test.

Unfortunately, the test actually does come back positive.

Before a doctor gathers any more evidence from the patient,

what is the chance that the patient has the disease?

Naturally, the trap answer is 99.9% which is the accuracy of

the test. But, much like finding out that there are a lot more

brain surgeons than building workers who like Russian ballet

music, this figures without the prior probability, which is all

the doctor had to work with.

Bayesian probability labels the proposition that the patient

has the disease as the hypothesis and the result of the test the

evidence. Derived simply from the laws of conditional

probability – in which the ‘|’ is read as ‘given’ – the formula

for Bayes’ rule states:

in which P (evidence | hypothesis) is known as the likelihood

of the evidence and P (evidence) is the probability of the

evidence under all possible hypotheses. In this case, there are

only two hypotheses: the patient has the disease (what we

want to estimate) and the patient does not have the disease

(the only other possibility).

Putting numbers to this:

So, despite the test being 99.9% accurate, it is still 100-1

that the patient has the disease! This is because it was

100,000-1 to begin with and the test can only increase the

chances of a true positive by a factor of 1,000.

Of course, once the doctor has the patient in front of him,

he could find out that the patient has returned from a holiday

in a country where the disease was more prevalent than the

domestic population, or a relative of the patient has also tested

positive for the disease. This would not alter the accuracy of

the test, but it would seriously change the prior probability of

the disease.

And that’s the point. Just like medical tests, evidence we

gather from the world is sometimes faulty or not sufficiently

granular. We simply have to consider the base-rate of a

possibility before the evidence seems to confirm it. Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle understood Bayesian probability which was

used by his creation Sherlock Holmes.

In our racing example, to answer the question of whether

we should run a horse on soft ground again after it has

bombed out once (without using any fancy maths!) we need to

estimate two quantities:

The Prior (A): How many horses in training act on fast

ground but truly don’t act on soft?

The Likelihood (B): How fair a test the race provided of a

horse’s merit multiplied by the accuracy of the classification

of soft ground

In order to make the avoidance of soft ground a rational

strategy based on one run, A needs to be large (many horses

who hate soft ground) and B needs to be large (races are a

near perfect guide to going preferences). But, most horses are

more versatile ground-wise than supposed and there are many

things that can beat a horse, even if you are certain the going

report was accurate.

Had Bayes and Laplace trained horses, they wouldn’t have

been pulling them out of soft-ground races based on one bad

run or an ambiguous blood test or the jockey saying they

didn’t like the track last time. They would likely be fans of the

Johnston yard. 

* The writer certainly has no snobbishly condescending

view of building workers. Far from it, having been hammered

at chess in 1983 by a man who mixed the most perfect

cement. 

** Approximately, as in ‘good enough for Government

work’

By 

James

Willoughby

P (hypothesis | evidence) =
P (hypothesis)  x P (evidence | hypothesis)

P (evidence) 

P (has the disease) =
0.00001 * 0.999

(0.00001 * 0.999 +0.99999 *0.001)
= 0.01%


